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EXPERIMENT AL VERIFICATION OF THE 
·"'CLOCK 'PARADOX"" OF RELATIVITY 

Frank S.· Cbwford, . 31' • 

Radiation Laboratory . 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

. October 3, 1956 

ABSTRAct 

~ {l., ~.experiment is proposed to test the "'.clock-paradox ll prediction 
$ . '. .' . 

of relativity. The experiment as proposed involveeaccelerator-produced 

pi mesons and is relatively easy. It is then shown that the proposed 

e)Gperiment has already been 'carried out with cosmic-ray mu tnesons 

dtroughljti;le four combined experiments by Rossi, Hilberry, and Hoag~ 
~.. .' . 

Rasetti; lUackett; and Ticho. Their results verify the a.sym~etric aging 

predicted by relativity. 
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE 
"CLOCK PARADOX" OF RELATIVITY 

Frank S. Crawford, Jr. 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of. California 
Berkeley, California 

October Z4. 1956 

,Ei~atein',s theory of relativity predicts that if one of two twin brothers 

leaves home in a space ~hip and spends a considerable amount of time 

, traveling at hign velocity with respect ~o his home inertial frame, then. 

when the traveler returns home. he will find himself physiologically younger .- ' " , 

than hhf~~'ay-at-home brothel', and bis pocket wat~h will have performed 

correspondingly {ews'" revolutions. 

, - ,A s~mple descl"lption of the trip can be made in the home inertial 
't '.\ ..' I 

frame, which is in uniform motion with regard to the distant stars. In order - -

to guarante~ the above prediction, three assumptions are sufficient: 

1. (, The time di,lation of special relativity holds for uniform motion. 

Z,. I The acceleration of an ideal clock relative to an inertial system 
• . I, 

,has no i.nfl~ence ,on tlie rate of the :clock, and the inereas,e in the prope! time 

,oithe clock at any tillie is the same as that of the standard clocks in the 

system in which the clock is momentarily at rest. 1 
- , 

~." ':_' 3 .. ·<: T~e traveler and his pocket watch are good approximations to an 

, " 

. , 

. ".' 

", 

-, , 

ideal clock-., (The accelerations must not kill the traveler or break his watch.) 

The description of the trip from the point of view of the traveler's 

(noninertial) rest frame is complicated by the accelerations. Tllis complication 

haa led historically to the name "clock-paradox result tt for the above prediction 

of asymmetric aging. The ·r.paradoxu can be "'resoivedl't (1. e. a consistent 

description can be made in the traveler's rest frame) by the use of general 

relativity.,Z, 3 Tci~an'sderivation is especially simple, and shows thcit 

both brothers come to the same conclusion, viz., that the traveler ends up 

younger, than the stay-at-homeo (lthas been pOinted out to us that one need' 

not use general relativity to describe the, trip from the traveler's accelerating 
, 4 

frame. Special relativity plus Assumptions Z and 3 is sufficient. ) 

I 
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An experimental test would be highly desirable. because (a) ,there is 

etillsom~disagreement as to whether or not 'relativity actually does predict 

the asymmetric aging. 5 and (b) Assumption Z does not follow trom special 
,. 1 
l'elativity. Verification of the "clock"'paradox result U would therefore 

require that Assumption Z be inciuded in any correct generalization of 

special relativity. 

Beiforedescrlbing the propo8e~ experiment. we will show that if 

, special relativity i8assu~ed to be correct. it is not necessary for the 

traveler to,:maite a complete ,roWld trip. He can make a one ... way trip. stop 

at his destination. and then compare his age with the stay-at-home twin by 

means of radio signals. This follows {rom the basic a.ssumption of special 
, " 

relativity that a common time can be defined everyWhere in a given inertial 

frame (the home frame) by use of loeal clocks that have been synchronized 

by means of light signals. 6 'The traveler can always compare his pocket 

. watch with a ~ clock at his destina.tion. after he is at rest in the home 

frame. As an additional Check. he could then return home at a comparative 

snail's pa.ce, and compare his pocket watc~ once again with that of the stay

at .. home brother~ He would find ~hat the age difference acquired during the 

fast outward, trip Ie, maintained unchanged during the return trip, providlad 

that the traveler's return velocity is small enough. This follows directly 

from the fact that 

(c/v) [(l ... v~ /e Z .... l/Z .. 1] = 1/2 (vIc) + •• 

goes to zero asv/e - O. ,(In this second check we are using the implicit 

assumption that we can synchronize clocks at different places in an inertial 

frame 'by ca:rr;ov*1,1g (slowly! ) a clock from one piace to another. 6 Thus.' it . 

IS legi.timate for the brothers to dispense with the return trip in their attempt, 

. ,to veJ'i£y the asymmetric aging. This is an important point, since the pr,o

posed experiment involves (for practical reasons) a one-way trip. 

We propose to test the' predicted aSy1nmetdc aging by means of , .' ' + 7 ., , 
accelerator-produced 11' mesons. If we 'ha.ve a group of pions initially at 

,rest in the laboratory, then from their welle-knoWn rest mean life of 

z.ss x 10 ... 8 sec for radioactive 'decay we can predict the average number 

that will remain at some later time. Conversely. we can determine the 

age Of III group of pions by counting the number of survivors in the group, 

provided that we know the number of mesons at the birth of the group. 
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Con .. ider two group. of me.ons, initially at rest with regard to each 

other. We .eparate the two groups and .ubject them to various asymmetric 

conditions of acceleration, heat treatment, etc. We then bring the two 

group. to reet in a frame that ie in general different from the original rest 

frame, and compare the number of survivors in each group. In general, 

if one group show. fewer survivors than the other it will not be neces,ary 

to attribute thi. tact to an excess aging of this group. Instead, one can 

usua.llyattribute the reduced number to an exce •• of •. tviolent" deaths 

resulting from unusual treatment. For instance, if one group passes through 

extra material it could suffer an excess of deaths due to nuclear collisiona, 

which de .. troy pion. rather than aging them. As we wish to draw conclusions 

about relative age trom relative numbers, we must therefore treat the two 

groups with complete symmetry in matters that do not involve .pace and 

time alone. In addition. we muat hope that Assumption 3 holds, i. e., that 

me.on .. are not too delicate to withstand the required accelerations without 

''breaking • ., 

The experiment is to be performed with a uniform, parallel bea.m of 

monoenergetic 11' + me.ons~having a kinetic energy of (for example) ZOO Mev. 
t 

The bealll is pul.ed 80 that me.one emerge in bursts that are short compared 

with the me.on mean life. The experiment uses two identical detectors. 

Each detector has a copper absorber ju.t thick enough to slow the mesons 

down and briua them to reet in the center of a large plastic scintillation counter. 

The output ,puleeafrom each detector pass down coaxial cables of identical 

length to an o.cHlo.cope. The oscilloscope has two display sweeps (one for 

eac:h detector). which are triggered by the accelerator. 

The experiment con.iste of two parte. In Part It the two detector .. 

are placed aide by side in the beam. During each beam pulee a number of 11'+ 
mellon. ....... ay 1000--b incid.ent on each detector. The two weepe will ea.ch 

: "'~." 

ehow, firet. a large pulee corresponding to the stopping of the mesons in the 

scintillation counters. Thiu pulee will be followed by individual pulse., a.s 

the pions decay into 4-Mev muons. The time distribution of pulses will show 

the characteriatic l.SS x 10 .. 8 -.ec mean life of the pion'e radioactive decay, 

and the total number of pulses will be 1000. (We neglect as irrelevant the 

10 •• of mesons by n.udden death" nuclear collision. during the &lowing down 

in the abeorDer, .ince thie effect will ca.ncel out.) Both eweep. will look 

the .ame, except for random atatilltical fluctuations characteristic of the 

_,"-..J 
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decay process. Here the two groups of mesons are initially at reat relative 
.~ 

to each other. and remain at zero relative velocity during the entire ex-
~ . 

periment because they &r'e decelerated simultaneously to rest in the 

laboratory. Part lis a calibration expedment. 

Pt Part Z. detector No. Z is moved parallel to the pion beam to a 

new position 30 it to the rear of detecto'l' No. 1.- The experiment is now 

repeated. . Sweep No~ 1 will show no change in its average pre sentation from 

that obtai~~d in Part ·1. Sweep No. Zwill exhibit a cbanged appearance •. 

First, the, "'stepping pulse·e will be ehilted toa l~ter time by 3.35 x iO-8 sec~ 
the time (as measured in the laboratory system) that it takes ZOO-Mev 

. mesons' (v = O.91c) to travel 30 ft. After the stopping pulse, individual 

pulses will appear correspOnding to the decay at rest of the pions, exhibiting 
, -8 

the usual 2.55 x,lO ... sec mean life. At the time that this second stopping 
" . -8 pulse occurs, the first group of mesons will be 3.35 x 10 sec old, and of 

the original 1000, the number left (on the average) will be 

1000· exp(-3.35/Z.55) = l61. ' 

The decay. pulses of these 2.61 mesons will appear on sweep No. ,1 a.t. times 

ls.ter than that marked by the stopping pulse on sweep No. Z. Now. if there 

is no real asymmetric aging effect, the second group of mesons must have 

the same age as the first, and therefore, only Z67 pulses (on the average) . 

will appear on sweep No. Z after the stopping pulse. But according to the 

prediction of Ass~mptions 1. 2. and 3, the internal clocks of the second 

group ofmesona have turned through only 

, (1_vZ/c2) l/lx 3.35 x 10 ... 8 = ~.3S x 10-8 sec, 

while the laboratory clocl~ has turned through 3.35 x 10-8 sec, 80 that group 
~ . -8 No. Z is 'younger than group No. 1 by IOaec and contains 

.,1000· exp(-Z.35/Z.55) = 398 survivors. 

This will be ,evidenced by the appearance of 398 decay pulses on sweep No.2, 

instead of 267. We thus have a large,easily measurable effect. 

, TlleexperimeDt should be comparatively easy to perform at anyone 

of a dolten:,eldstinghigh-energy accelerators, with small modifications of a 

'practical nature. For instance, it is not easy to obtain with present 

techniques a pulsed meson beam of duration <. 10-8 sec, s~ that one' would 

count individual mesons rather than groups. In Part 2 of the experiment, 

the timin~ function of the stopping pu1.se of group No. 1 could be taken over" 

~--- -
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by a pulse from a thin counter at the forward position. This counter should 

be made wide enough to cover both group No. 2 and group No.1. 

We now declare that the proposed experiment has actually been 

performed implicitly. with results that verify the predictio~ of our three 

assumptions. In the first place. physicists have uengineeredn dozens of 

meson beams and have .made explicit useo! the fact that the relativistic time 

. dilation can be uused" to enable one to bring bea.ms out over large distances 

to convenient experimental areas wit bout excessive 106s of intensity through 

. 'deca.y (aging). The first quantita.tive result of thh type is in fa·ct containe\;l 

, in the combined experiments of Rosei, Hilberry, and Hoag, 8 Rasetti. 9 and 

. Blackett. 10 Rossi et ale measured the decrease in mu-meson flux between 

.\ ~ountain altitudes and sea level, and by measuring afi<i correcting for that 

. part of the loss that was due to ionization-energy loss of the mesons in the 

.air path, they arrived at a mean radioactive decay distance of about 9.S km. 

';['hisyields. for no time dilation. a mean dec~y lifetime of about 30 x 10-6 sec • 

. >{;' ..... From the measurements by. Blacket¢ on the momentum distribution of mu 

.T,,:::·: ~>':m~!8onl!J at sea level. Rossi et ale deduced a mean value for (1-J3Z) -1/2 of 
. r.to ~ 

',-, ., "',about IS, from which they predicted a mean decay lifetime of about 
, ... ... 6 / .. 6 . 

~,. :' : .. ,~(30 x 10 ) IS = 2 x 10 sec for mu mesons at rest. Rasetti later mesuured , ,', . ,. 6 
" ," .. the mean life of mu mesons at rest and obtained (1.5 :t 0.3) x 10- sec. Thus 

:"", , 

" 

;Assumptlon I. the relativistic time dilation for decay has been verif,ied 

"quantitatively. (Later measurements verify the time dilation with greater 

accuracy. ) 

'. , ., 
The question remains whether 'or not these experiments verify the 

predicted asymmetric aging. We believe that they a.re necessary, but not 

:' ..... 

'.' ,. 

, . 
.. , 
? ; .. 'Y: . 

.. .; :~t. . 
" l.", 

, • 'l..J,' 

,sUfficient. In the ~oGsi experiment. the flux is measured at two places. . 

.. :~~ appreciable deceleration of the mesons. A little consideration shows' 
.~ . . . 

. that thent~n paradox" is not even qualitatively discernible in any experiment 

"thatdoesn~t involve relative acce~rations, for then the ·traveler never· . 
, '. . .~'.~ 

,leaves home. or else never returns. 

In., order to complete the experimental test of the clock-paradox 

effect it is necessary to decelerate the mu mesons and observe their decay 

:.at .rest-onceat mOW'ltain altitudes (at a;b!~orber No. 1 in our proposed 

·'eKp.er.im~nt) t and once at sea l~vel (abso~ber No. Z). The crucial point 

~ere is to see whether or· not the number of observed decays at rest i8 

equal to the number of fast mu mesons (0£ the proper energy) incident on 

the absorber, both at mountain altitUde and at sea level. Given the 

.. 

f . 

,~ . 
. :' 'I . 
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Rossi-Raaetti-Blacketttime-dilation resu.1ts, the only way in which nature 

. can avoid the asymmetric aging is by causing the Group Z (sea level) mesons 

to undergo anomalously large aging during their deceleration to rest in 

Absorber 2, such that by the time they are at rest in the laboratory they 

have the same age as the Group 1 mesons, which were stopped at the 

mountain abaorbe.r and have been decaying at the normal rate while the 

Group Z mesons continued down to sea level with a Hme-dilated mean life. 

The excess aging during deceleration at sea level would be indicated by 
. 

an anomalously large number of radioactive decays during the deceleration~ 

and correspOndingly .fewer decays at rest from the survivors. Furthermore, 

the amount of anomaly at sea level depends on the height of the mountain~ 

This peculiar behavior cannot be ruled out by special relativity alone, but 

.is .1"uled out if we add Assumption 2·. It is ap·parent that the same asymmetric -
aging will also result from a wea.ker assumption than No.2, namely, the 

assumption that any aging due to acceleration alone is independent of the 

history· of the particle. To ver}fy Assumption 2;· we must show that ~ 

anomalous aging occurs during acceleration. 

This last nec'essaryexperiment has in fact been performed. Harold 

Ticho observed the decay of positive rnu mesons that had been decelerated 

to rest in an a luirA inum absorber •. The experiment wa.s performed at 11,500 ft 11 

a.nd at 600 ft (Chicago) with the same appa.ratus. 12 The time (in the laboratory 

.. .frame) for the Group 2. mu mesons (ISO-Mev average kinetic energy) to 

travel from I}, 500 it to C.hicago level is 1 Z x 10-6 sec. The mean life at re'st 
. -6 

was measuredae about Z. x.. 10 sec both at 11,500 ft and at Chicago. Let us 

cODst.(ier 10.000 Group 1 mesons that come to rest in the mountain absorber; 
. i'l 

only 10,000 exp(-6)::: 25 survive by the time the'Group 2 mesons reach Chicago 

. level. Of 10,000 fast Group 2 mesons passing the mountain absorber, 

lO.OOOexp(-l.2)= 1100 arrived at the low-altitude absorber. In Ticho's 

experime·nt, fast incident muons trigger the counter system; delayed counts 

due to radioactive decay at rest are then observed. From the known 

m9mentnm spectrum of the mesons at sea level and at mountain altitude, 

and the calcula.ted geometrical efficiencies, Ticho can predict the number 
. .. . . /rt. ~n ItGt\ ~£.At~ 

"of fast muons that should stop in the absorberl\and register their decays, 

provided that nothing "'unexpectedWO is left out of the ca.lculation. From the 

above numbers we see that if. Ticho observes the expected number of decays 

.at rest at 11,500 ft, then. if there is no asymmetric aging, he must observe 
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at ,Chicago a rat'e anomalously reduced by a factor of 1100/25= 44. Instead • 

. Ticho observed roughly the expected number of decays at rest, both at low 

altitude;;~nd ~t }ugh altitude. (J.Il. fact. his Chicago-level measurement of 

~be mean life would have been practically impossible if the decay counting 

rate had been reduced to· Zo/v of that expected~ ) 

" Thlis, Assumption 2. has been verified • 

We remark"tlw.t in Tic'ho's experiment the muons are brought to rest 

, in '~bout IS em and therefore suffer an average accelera.tion of about 

3 x 'lOH'g, wheie g = 32 it/sec. Z The individual ionization ~ollieions with 

, electrons can involve accelerations up to about L012 times this average 

.value.· 

We conclud~ that the .experiment that we have proposed for testing 

the c1ock:'paradox result has already been carried out. through the combined 
.... of .. '. Ib . d H "., 8 . 9 81 k 10 d T' h 11, 1 Z . experIments ROSSl, Hi erry, an , oag, Rasettl; . ac ett; an ·lC 0.. . 

Their resulh verify the asymmetric aging predicted by Einstein's theory of, 

relativity. 
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